2022 Highlights
A lot has been happening behind the scenes at Lightning. Now, at the
midpoint of 2022, we would like to share with you some of the highlights and
planned items.
Lightning Enhanced Pole Display
We introduced our new Lightning Enhanced Pole Display using our Lightning
Android-based pole display software. It utilizes an 8" tablet for a perfectly sized,
crisp, visual experience at the point of check out.
Here’s how it can elevate your business. When the
register is idle, streaming ads (non-audio) featuring
products available in your retail segment will loop in
intervals with attractive and vivid imagery.
The top of the 8" tablet will display your companies
branding, such as your logo, instead of the generic
image displayed on the left side.
Note: A separate license agreement will need to
be signed to obtain an Enhanced Pole
Display(s).
https://youtu.be/RcW6oQWDAk0
Five Credit Card Devices
Computer Perfect now offers you a wider choice in Credit Card Devices.
Five new credit card devices from Pax are now
offered for Lightning and Emergency Mode: i.e. Pax
S300, SP30, & A35 and two mobile units*, the A60 &
A920. These devices are capable of working on both
4G and Wi-Fi networks so that you are always online.
*4G, for emergency backup requires a cellular plan,
from your credit card processor, which is
approximately $17.50 per month.
Note: Supply chain constraints continue to hamper a global
rollout of these units, and pricing continues to be volatile.

System Improvements
We added on option to disable the clerk's ability to change the quantity, on the
Ring Sales screen.

And, so much more…
Our development work continues, with a team of nine developers working
exclusively on our Lightning platform.
Click here to view the list of Operational Enhancements Completed & InProcess in 2022
Do let us have your feedback so that we can finetune our technology to meet
your operational needs.
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